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The new Formula 1 Season starts on 

Sunday and the president of Paris Saint-

Germain completely loses his nerve.
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yourfuture
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The moment everyone leaves
school a new phase of life begins, 
but what will your path look like?
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Whatwillyourfuturelooklike?
The exams have been taken – What now?
Construction worker, cook, teacher, doctor or gardener. Every second

person works in the wrong job for themselves, because there are so many

ways. Especially in the 12th grade the pupils are under pressure because the

exams are looming ahead and then afterwards a crucial decision: Shall I 

take up a study or apply for a vocational training?? You can decide between

thousands of jobs, but which one is the best for your future?

We have the five best tips for your job search:

1. concrete goals

2. apply authentically and individually

3. use online job portals and newspapers

4. activate acquaintances

5. Stay positive!

PROFESSIONAL
FAIR!!Date: 23.03.2022 

Where: BSZ Pirna
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Tina said: `My biggest fear was not that I 

wouldn´t find the right one, but that I would

be rejected.´ She started her training two

years ago and she really found the right job

for herself. ´I am happy, just because I took

the right steps and found the job in which I 

can fulfil myself.´ To choose the right job is

hard but to be accepted and to survive the

interview is harder. Inform yourself about the

enterprise and don´t get stuck in your

worries. Be yourself and you will inspire

everyone!  

One of the most important points is the right

application, here you have a list of the most important

informations:

Introduction: Name your motivation and address

the suitability for the position, so that the company

gets an impression of you. 

Main part: Fulfil a presentation of your most 

important professional competencies and put down 

your reference to experiences and successes

Social skills: Now you are naming your soft skills 

and prove them credibly.

Final part: Express your interest on an interview 

and suggest some salary range and the earliest date of 

your availability.

The right application:

The biggest fear:

TOOK UP YOUR DREAM JOB



schoolnews
Summer festival
Right at the beginning of summer, 

our school starts with a festival for

young and old. Entertainment and 

supply will be provided. The student

council and the teachers ask for

active participation. And everyone is

asked to properly circulate

advertising. It will be a nice evening

on the 21st June 2022 between house

one and the gymnasium.

Student council meeting
The student council is meeting again on Thursday,

22nd March 2022. We will talk about the summer festival

and have time for open space topics. You can read all 

results in the next ´Goethe Times´.

new corona regulation

from 04.03.2022

- Applicable attendance requirement

- Masks must be worn in the school building

- Tests are carried out on Mondays and Wednesdays
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UNESCO
UNESCO´s goal is to contribute to a culture of peace, human dignity, democracy, 

cosmopolitianism and sustainable development through educational practises, 

educational content and international cooperation. The Goethe-Gymnasium 

Sebnitz has been a recognised UNESCO project school since 1999 and thus

firmly integrated into the global network of these schools. For your information

and intended as an appeal, our school supports the following Frankfurt 

declaration: The UNESCO project school in Germany pass sentence on the

increasing violence against refugees in recent months as violations of human 

rights and the fundamental values of our democracy, to which we as UNESCO 

project schools are particulary committed.



Russia attacks Ukraine
The war has broken out …

Peace Prayer in Bad Schandau

A prayer for peace will take place on Monday evening in the St. 
Johannis Church in Bad Schandau. It is about peace in Ukraine, in 
the world and also in our society.
´The war in Ukraine leaves us stunned,´ the invitation says. On 
the one hand, there is sympathy for the people affected by the war 
and those who are fleeing, on the other hand, there is fear for
peace in Europe. But also the speace in this country is endangered
because of the different opinions on the Corona policy.

It is just terrible, Putin attacks the Ukraine with rockets, tanks
and soldiers. The Ukrainian president Selenskyi is asking for
help, millions of inhabitants flee. Such terror has not existed in 
Europe for 80 years, Selenskyi emphasised.

Czech Republic:
Good bye masks!

The Czech Republic is abolishing the last Corona protection

measures. After all limitations for large events were already

removed at the beginning of March, the FFP2 mask

requirement indoors and in public transport was the last 

remaining Corona rule. 
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Corona News:

Attacks on civilian population
Rockets repeatedly strike civilian buildings. According to

authorities, at least one person was killed at night during the

impact of parts of an intercepted rocket in a high-rise building

in Kiev. In addition, the Ukrainian army reports a destroyed

school and a destroyed house of culture. Almost everywhere

the supply of electricity, water and gas is interrupted and there

is a lack of food and medicines.



The latest sport news

More races and more venues than ever before, rookies with plenty of pace

and a red bull pairing with the reigning world champion: That´s why we´re

looking forward to the start of the 2022 F1 season!

With 22 races on the calendar, starting with Bahrain, the 2022 F1 season will 

be longer than ever before. The season kicks off once again with the Bahrain 

Grand Prix on March 20, 2022. While the finale will once again take place at 

the Abu Dhabi GP, which closes the F1 season on November 20.

In May the top class of motorsport will then make its first guest appearance

at a new circuit: the challenging Grand Prix of Miami is a real highlight 

awaiting the drivers and fans. After the US GP in Austin, this will be the

second race in the United States.

Formula 1 will experience a revolution in 2022, as a brand new set of rules

comes into force. Minor differences and changes in design play a major role

here. Significantly larger tyres and a heavier car will lead to slower lap times. 

The coming season will show how this will affect the competition. 

The new Formula 1 season starts on Sunday

Insults, threats and fisticuffs: After the Champions League exit at Real Madrid, 

Nasser Al-Khelaifi, president of Paris Saint-Germain, completely loses his nerve.

It is not the first time that the expensive Paris squad has had to leave the Champions 

League at the round of 16. The fact that the dream of winning the trophy has come

to an end earlier than expected, seemed to have noticeable impact on PSG president

Nasser Al-Khelaifi. 

According to media reports, Al-Khelaifi first made a lot of noise in front of the team

after the match and then, together with sporting director Leonardo, forced his way

into the referee´s dressing room. 

When a Real employee finally filmed the spectacle, he was also targeted by the

Paris president, who then confronted him with a death threat. UEFA has already

received the video and will take first steps against Al-Kheliaifi. How the whole

situation will develop is unclear. 

`I will kill you´- PSG boss after the match

Bundesliga first offence:
every day at 3:30 p.m. 
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